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Abstract
Dementia is a family of neurogenerative conditions affecting
memory and cognition in an increasing number of individuals
in our globally aging population. Automated analysis of lan-
guage, speech and paralinguistic indicators have been gaining
popularity as potential indicators of cognitive decline. Here we
propose a novel longitudinal multi-modal dataset collected from
people with mild dementia and age matched controls over a pe-
riod of several months in a natural setting. The multi-modal data
consists of spoken conversations, a subset of which are tran-
scribed, as well as typed and written thoughts and associated
extra-linguistic information such as pen strokes and keystrokes.
We describe the dataset in detail and proceed to focus on a task
using the speech modality. The latter involves distinguishing
controls from people with dementia by exploiting the longitu-
dinal nature of the data. Our experiments showed significant
differences in how the speech varied from session to session in
the control and dementia groups.
Index Terms: dementia detection, cognitive decline monitor-
ing, computational paralinguistics, longitudinal dataset

1. Introduction
Motivation Around 50 million people in the world have demen-
tia, a syndrome involving deterioration in memory and cogni-
tive abilities, with an annual increase of 10 million [1]. Earlier
diagnosis can improve patients’ quality of life by enabling bet-
ter planning and medical interventions at the most effective and
appropriate stage [2, 3, 4]–especially if diagnosis occurs before
clinical cognitive symptoms set in [5, 6].

Standard diagnostic biomarkers such as MRI, PET scans
and cerebrospinal fluids are intrusive and expensive, and there-
fore unsuitable for early diagnosis. Cognitive tests such as the
ADAS-Cog [7], MMSE [8] and ACE-III [9], widely used in
clinical studies, suffer from sensitivity issues [10] and lag be-
hind biomarkers in their ability to detect dementia onset [11].
Related Work Automatic analysis of patients’ spontaneous
speech and language is a promising non-invasive, inexpensive
approach to screening and monitoring dementia progression
[12, 13]. To allow progress in this field a number of different
datasets have been proposed in earlier work.
DementiaBank Pitt Corpus [14]1: This is the most widely used
speech dataset for dementia detection where 196 older adults
with dementia and 98 matched controls performed the Cookie
Theft picture description task with an interviewer on an an-
nually basis up to seven times. The full dataset contains 244

1http://talkbank.org/DementiaBank/

speech samples from 98 control healthy subjects and 255 speech
samples from 168 subjects with Alzheimer’s (AD).
The Carolinas Conversations Collection [15]2: This is a digi-
tal collection of transcribed audio and video recordings of con-
versations about health, supported by the National Libraries of
Medicine. It contains a longitudinal set of 400 conversations by
125 people with dementia.
ADReSS [16]: The Alzheimer’s Dementia Recognition through
Spontaneous Speech (ADReSS) dataset contains speech record-
ings and transcripts of verbal descriptions elicited through
the Cookie Theft picture from the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia
Exam [17]. Unlike DementiaBank, it has 156 speech samples,
each from a unique subject, where 50% of subjects have AD
and 50% are healthy controls.
ADReSSo [18]: Following ADReSS [16], the very recent
ADReSSo challenge provides a set of recordings of picture de-
scriptions without manual transcriptions. In addition to the
Cookie Theft picture descriptions, this dataset also includes
speech recordings of AD patients performing a category fluency
task at their baseline visit, one recording per subject, used for
predicting cognitive decline over a two year period.
Carers’ interactions with patients suffering from severe demen-
tia [19]: Video recordings (2 hrs each) and transcribed text for
14 people with severe dementia in conversations with carers.
Most existing datasets focus on a single modality (speech, tran-
scribed speech or writing), or involve tasks that are well known
to be subject to learning effects [20]. Moreover, most of these
studies are limited to data snapshots at a fixed time, and within
particular genres or domains via lab-based tasks, very often the
Cookie Theft picture description task. Some datasets permit
analysis of more general language: e.g. the Carolinas dataset
contains less directed conversations between people with de-
mentia and health practitioners, and has been used to build mod-
els for automatic detection of confusion [21]. Learning models
for longitudinal monitoring of individuals is not possible with
the current datasets as either the datasets do not contain longi-
tudinal information or any longitudinal data are either sparse or
inconsistently available for participating individuals.
Contributions 1) We describe the creation of a dataset of rich
longitudinal multi-modal data which contains spoken and writ-
ten language as well as associated paralinguistic information.
This was obtained from people with various forms of dementia,
mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and healthy controls on the
basis of reminiscence material and in a non-clinical setting. 2)
We provide an analysis on the dataset for the different modali-

2http://carolinaconversations.musc.edu/about/
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ties. 3) We focus on a task based on the speech modality illus-
trating the usefulness of the longitudinal setting in distinguish-
ing differences between people with dementia and controls.

2. Dataset creation
Our goal in creating this dataset was to collect longitudinal data
including both spontaneous speech and writing, and to focus
on conversations occurring in a non-clinical setting. There are
three important novel aspects in the dataset design: I) Conver-
sations and written thoughts as well as associated paralinguistic
information are obtained on the basis of reminiscence material,
specifically images from past decades on topics of general inter-
est. Reminiscence is a meaningful and useful activity for people
with and without dementia that can improve cognition, mood,
and quality of life [22, 23]. II) The dataset is designed to contain
daily data over three extended periods (phases) each spanning
around 4 weeks or 28 sessions. III) The data is collected in
the participants’ own environment using a custom-built tablet
application.

2.1. Data collection process

According to our protocol data is collected in three 4-week
phases spreading over 54 weeks in total, each phase therefore
being separated by approximately 14 weeks. In practice due to
unforeseen circumstances the period between phases has been
longer than 14 weeks. Participants are paired with a carer and
asked to record daily sessions during each phase, alternating
between (a) 15 mins of conversation with their carers, and (b)
typed or hand-written thoughts.

Both spoken and written language are elicited using rem-
iniscence material-images from the past-created by dementia
communication specialists. Images are presented using a be-
spoke Android tablet application, which records spoken and
written data and sends it to a secure remote server for storage.
The application is designed to record three modalities: speech,
typed text, hand written text. For the latter two paralinguistic
information such as key strokes and pen strokes, pen pressure
and deletions are recorded respectively. The application was
developed, implemented and tested together with a commercial
clinical partner, Clinvivo, in consultation with a focus group
from the Alzheimer’s Society.

At the start of each 4-week phase, participants are given a
tablet running the reminiscence tablet application. Participants
are asked to complete a cognitive assessment test at the start and
end of each phase.

A Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) [8] and an Ad-
denbrooke’s Cognitive Examination-III (ACE-III) [9] are ad-
ministered as cognitive impairment benchmarks by a suitably
qualified person. The ACE-III is conducted at the time of con-
sent and at the beginning of each of the 4-week phases. The
MMSE is conducted at the end of each 4-week phase. While
these tests provide only minimal cognitive data, they allow us
to assess cognitive change at the comparison points needed to
analyse the rich linguistic information collected. Indeed chal-
lenges such as ADReSS [16] and ADReSSo [18] include a re-
gression task to predict cognitive scores.

2.2. Reminiscence Material & Tablet application

The tablet application shows a participant four images every
day, each representing a topic of general interest from the 50’s,
60’s and 70’s. Each of the images/topics is accompanied by a set
of three questions to help initiate a conversation or thought pro-

cess and provide memory ”joggers”. The participant chooses
one topic out of the four each day as well as whether they
would like to record a conversation, type or write their thoughts.
The four images are pseudo-randomly selected from a pool of
images available in each 4-week phase. A screenshot of the
tablet application after a participant has chosen an image can
be seen in Figure 1. The image material and corresponding

Figure 1: Screenshot of Tablet application once topic is chosen

questions were developed by an organisation specialising in de-
mentia communication3 and have been used with people in care
homes. The 50’s and 60’s material was adapted for use in the
tablet application. The 70’s material was created for the pur-
pose of the study. The current dataset contains data from phases
1 and 2 of the study, which covers a set of 67 images/topics.
Phase 1 includes 26 topics from the 50’s and Phase 2 includes
41 images from the 60’s and 70’s. By design topics were meant
to be repeated every so often but based on individual’s feed-
back phases 2 and 3 were augmented with more images from
the 70’s, which also seem to better fit the memory bump of our
participant cohort.

2.3. Participant Recruitment

Our target is to recruit a cohort of people living with dementia or
MCI (n=20) and age-matched controls (n=10). These numbers
are appropriate for a pilot study. Previous longitudinal research
examining language indicators in people with Alzheimer’s dis-
ease over a year Forbes et al [24, 25] have recruited similar
numbers of participants, with assessments every six months.
Recruitment is still ongoing due to unforeseen circumstances
(COVID-19 pandemic). At the current state of development the
dataset includes data from 22 people, 14 people with dementia
or MCI and 8 age matched controls who have participated in
either phase 1 or 1 and 2.
Eligibility: Participants are aged 65-80 years at the time of con-
sent. They either have a mild to moderate dementia diagnosis,
MCI, or are aged matched healthy controls. They are resident
in their own home or with their family and are in daily con-
tact with a carer or family member. They need to have lived in
the UK during the 50’s, 60’s or 70’s so they can relate to the
reminiscence material. They need to be able to conduct daily
conversations and write their thoughts using the provided tablet
application.
Recruitment: Primary means of recruiting participants has
been through the Join Dementia Research platform (JDR), mail-
ing lists, dementia networks, dementia cafes and memory clin-
ics. Interested candidate participants are subsequently screened

3https://realcommunicationworks.com/

https://realcommunicationworks.com/


by qualified staff (NIHR research nurses) in terms of providing
consent and meeting the study eligibility criteria.

2.4. Transcription

A subset of the spoken data (51 sessions from 8 partici-
pants) were transcribed manually by experienced dialogue tran-
scribers, using PRAAT4. As well as the words spoken, tran-
scripts include significant non-verbal events such utterance tim-
ings, pauses, laughter, crying, sighing, yawning, whispering,
coughing as well as disfluencies including mis-speaking and re-
formulation. The transcription convention used was developed
on the basis of the CHAT protocol [26] and techniques for tran-
scribers provided in [27]

3. Dataset Analysis
Table 1 summarizes the overall statistics of the dataset across
all modalities. So far we have 101:26 hours of audio data (out
of an expected total final c.630 hours).

Modality Speakers No Sessions No Topics Duration (H)
Speech 22 (14,8) 490 (250,240) 63 (48,60) 101:15(50:49,50:36)

Transcripts 8 (6,2) 51 (79,5) 26 (26,5) 19:04 (18:26,00:38)
Typed/Key 17 (11,6) 271(140,131) 65 (54,58) -

Hand-written/Pen 12 (7,5) 104 (59,45) 46 (36,34) -
Overall 22 (14/8) 816(408,408) 66 (63,65) -

Table 1: Overall statistics of the dataset across all modalities.
Numbers in parenthesis correspond to dementia and control
populations, respectively.

There are (so far) 22 subjects and 816 sessions. For the
speech modality there are 22 speakers and 490 sessions. For
the Typed/Key modality, there are 17 users and 271 sessions,
and for the Hand-written/Pen modality, 12 users and 104 ses-
sions. In each session, speakers addressed 2.5 topics on average
(STD=2.6). In total, they have covered 66/67 topics. In the de-
mentia group, speakers covered 63/67 topics, whilst in the con-
trol group, 65/67 topics. The mean duration of speech sessions
is 12:11 mins (STD=4:31) in the dementia group and 12:39
mins (STD=4:07) in the control group. Figure 2 shows the dis-
tribution of topics in dementia and control groups for the speech
modality. The majority of sessions fall in the bin [15, 16). In
total, the overall duration of speech sessions is 50:49 hours for
the dementia and 50:36 hours for the control groups. For sub-
jects in the dementia group, the mean number of sessions is 29.1
(STD=11.4), whilst in the control group, 51.1 (STD = 13.1). In
general, subjects in the control group cover more topics than the
dementia ones. However, in terms of speech modality, the over-
all speech duration of topics across the two groups is balanced
(See Figure 3). Figure 4 summarizes the population in topics
and the corresponding duration by speaker for both groups in
speech modality. The speech dataset is unbalanced in terms of
topics and session duration.

From now onwards we focus particularly on the analysis of
the speech and transcribed data. Part of the speech dataset has
been transcribed manually. We hope to use this for a prelimi-
nary linguistic analysis and to prepare for automatic transcrip-
tion of the rest of the speech files. In the transcribed dataset,
there are 8 speakers (6 with dementia and 2 controls, from phase
1 of the study). Most of the transcribed speech sessions are by
dementia participants. In particular 79/84 manually transcribed

4https://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/

Figure 2: Distribution of topics by duration in dementia and
control groups for the speech modality.

Figure 3: Summary of topics duration in two groups.

Figure 4: Summary of topics duration by speaker.

sessions come from the dementia group and 5/84 from the con-
trol group5.

For the manually transcribed sessions, we analyse charac-
terisations of speech patterns of people with dementia. To this
end, we conduct a frequency-level analysis across pauses and
occurrences of um in the transcribed sessions. To alleviate the
sessions’ length imbalance, we normalise the frequency of dis-
fluencies by the sessions’ corresponding dictionary length. We
encode pauses in the input sequence by grouping them into three
bins: short (under 0.5 seconds); medium (0.5-2 seconds); and
long (over 2 seconds). Figure 5 shows the mean frequency of
pauses of people with dementia. Even though the duration of
sessions for the 2nd, 3rd and 5th speakers is similar, i.e., 5:53,
5:40, and 5:52 minutes, respectively, the 3rd and 5th speak-

https://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/


Figure 5: Mean frequency of pauses of people with dementia.

ers make significantly more pauses than the 2nd one. Figure

Figure 6: Mean frequency of Um of people with dementia.

6 shows the mean frequency of um for the same people with
dementia. Similarly, for some subjects, the use of um is much
more frequent than other subjects.

4. Task based on the Speech Modality
We subsequently show how the dataset can be used to identify
differences between people with dementia and controls by ex-
ploiting the rich longitudinal information we have about them.
We focus on the speech modality and first extract a represen-
tation of each individual per session from their speech. The
goal is to identify speech variation in speakers Spi across T
consecutive sessions Spi = {Spi,1, Spi,2, ..., Spi,T }. We are
particularly interested in examining the longitudinal aspect of a
subject’s speech over consecutive sessions and how this differs
across the two classes.

5. Experiments with the Speech modality
5.1. Feature Extraction

To obtain the representation of an individual’s session Si from
their speech we exploit a transfer learning approach, which
allows us to utilise speech representation learned in a self-
supervised manner on large-scale general-domain speech data.
We begin by segmenting each recording session Si into n
speech segments S(i, n), using an end-to-end voice activity
detection (VAD) model [28] trained on the DIHARD Speech
Diarisation data [29]. For each segment, we then extract em-
beddings from TRILL (TRIpLet Loss network) [30], which
is a speech encoder pretrained on AudioSet [31] and demon-
strated good performance in a range of speech tasks including

AD classification on DementiaBank. We aggregate the TRILL
embeddings S(i, n)T×D for each segment, where T,D ∈ R,
over time T using average pooling, following [30]. Finally,
we average the embeddings across all segments of each session
S(i, n)D to obtain session-based representation SD

i .

5.2. Approach

Given a series of consecutive sessions [SD
0 , SD

1 , ..., SD
T−1],

where D is the dimensionality of the averaged session embed-
dings and T is the overall number of sessions for a particular
subject, our goal is to measure how the speech varies across
time within speakers. We hypothesize that this change, mea-
sured by a distance metric d, will be indicative of the subject
being a case of ‘dementia’ or ‘healthy control’. Therefore, we
consider two approaches, where we calculate ∀t ∈ [1, ..., T ]:
(a) dft = d(SD

0 , SD
t ) and (b) dct = d(SD

t−1, S
D
t ). These mea-

sure the distance of a given session from (a) the first session (
non-consecutive task) and (b) across consecutive sessions (con-
secutive task). Without loss of generality, we employ the cosine
distance as our metric d. Finally, we construct time series based
on dft and dct and consider different statistics (i.e., mean, me-
dian, stdev) as our variables. We investigate the relationship
between these variables – which essentially capture the traces
of a subject’s speech variation across time (sessions) – and our
two classes.

5.3. Results

We first calculated the mean, median, and stdev distance of con-
secutive and non-consecutive sessions for each speaker in both
groups. We then averaged the scores of speakers for the two
groups. The results are shown in Table 2. For the dementia
group, we observed that the distance scores are higher for non-
consecutive sessions as compared to consecutive sessions. In
particular, the median is almost double for the non-consecutive
task (Wilcoxon rank-sum test < .005), whilst stdev score is the
same for both tasks. This may imply that dementia speakers ex-
hibit changes in linguistic ability between the first session and
subsequent ones. By contrast, for controls the distance scores
do not change substantially in the two tasks, despite variation
in topics being addressed. A comparison between dementia and
control groups show that median scores are considerably higher
in the dementia group. Overall results show that distance scores
are higher in the dementia group compared to controls. In the
future, a detailed investigation is needed to clarify if the dif-
ferences are due to an increase in speech disfluencies or other
factors.

Non-consecutive Consecutive

Group Mean Median Stdev Mean Median Stdev
Dementia 0.16 0.15 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.03
Control 0.12 0.05 0.20 0.17 0.03 0.27

Table 2: Averaged mean, median, and stdev distances across
people in two groups for non-consecutive and consecutive tasks.

6. Conclusion
We have presented a novel multi-modal fine-grained longitudi-
nal dataset from people with dementia and age-matched con-
trols obtained in a natural setting using a tablet application with
reminiscence material. We have explored the usefulness of the



fine-grained longitudinal aspect of the dataset with a novel task
comparing the change in individuals’ speech from session to
session showing significant difference in the change in speech
between the control and dementia groups. This is promising
and opens up new directions and possibilities for exploring this
task further and with more elaborate models.
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